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Date: October 3, 2021                                                                     
 Scripture: 1 Peter 2.1-10 

Title: There Are Only Participants 

 
 

Introduction to Analog 
The word, Analog, means “something that is similar or comparable to something else”.  

 Analog is designed to be a tangible way to take another, deeper, look into each week’s 

Sunday morning message. Individuals, friends, small groups, and families can use Analog 

for further discussion and exploration of the Sunday teaching. May this tool help you 

explore the expansive heart of God and practice love in the ways of Jesus.  

 
 

Teaching Season 
There is an expansive story constantly unfolding in our universe, and the stunning reality is: 

We, you and me and everyone, are invited to be a part of it. This is central to our lives 

together. But this life, rooted in the heart of God, is not just for us. We participate in this 

story so that we will be a healing presence in our world. 

 

 
Teaching  
This week we talked about how healthy religion invites participation - that is best expressed 

in the way we live, in the things we do, in the words we speak and the posture we have in 

and toward our world. It is learning to live in the ways of Jesus. 

 
Listen to the teaching online or on the DCC App   
 

Opening Question for the Group: New seasons usually bring new rhythms. What is your favorite 

Fall activity and why? 

 

 
Questions for Discussion or Reflection 
 

Here are some questions for discussion or reflection. Don’t feel like you have to cover them 
all, and you may have questions of your own to ask. The Spiritual Practice for this week 

could be very meaningful for you or your group, so plan on 10 minutes or so for this 

exercise. If you are using this in a group context, read through these questions and the 

Spiritual Practice before your group meets to familiarize yourself with this material. You 

may want to send this out to the group before you meet. 

 

1. What stands out from this week’s teaching? Did anything specific catch your 

attention as you listened? 
 

2. Interact with this statement: "We are instrumentally blessed - blessed so that we 

can be a blessing to others.” 

 

3. We are no longer producers, we are consumers - in what ways does this impact 

https://denverchurch.org/teaching-2/
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our ability to participate with God? 

 

4. In what ways has consumerism influenced the way you think about God, church, 
spirituality? 

 

5. Have you found yourself asking, “Do I need ‘church’ anymore?” If so, why? What 

is driving that?  

 

6. What could participation in the life of Jesus look like in your day-to-day life? 

 

 

 

 
Spiritual Practice: Praying the Examen 

 
There are two ways to engage our spiritual practice this week. We’ve included the written 

practice below, but also encourage your group to listen to the spiritual formation podcast. 

You can listen to this guided prayer by clicking on the link below. You can also access the 

spiritual formation podcast through the DCC App.  

 

Spiritual Formation Podcast: Praying the Examen 

 

What is the Examen  

The Examen is an ancient practice in the church that is designed to help us see the way 

God is engaging with us, his children, throughout our days. It is a practice that allows us to 

see God’s presence in our lives. The Examen is a method to help us review our day in the 

presence of God. There are five steps that lead us in reflection and connection with God. 
Today we invite all of you to participate in the five steps of the Examen. Our hope is that it 

leads you into greater freedom and acceptance in your faith journey.  

The Examen can be a daily practice. We encourage you, that if this practice 

resonates with you, you take 15-20 minutes each day to participate in the five steps 

of reflection. Resources to learn more about the Examen and how to make it a part 

of your daily life are listed below.  

You can begin your time by reading the centering prayer below.  

Centering Prayer - Gracious God, Creator, Redeemer and Sustainer of Life, have 

mercy on us. Reveal yourself in all thing, to all things, and through all things. Help 

us trust that our deepest desires are your delight. In the name of the Father who is 

for us, the Son who is with us, and the Spirit who unites us in the never-ending 

dance of love. Amen.  

1) Presence - Ask God for light  

In this first step we ask God to help us see our day with His eyes, to ask for His 

perspective and insight. In asking, we hope to not rest on our own understanding, 

reflections, and judgments of ourselves or others, but to ask God to help us see 

ourselves and others the way he sees us.  

https://spiritualformation.podbean.com/e/spiritual-formation-podcast-the-examen/
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Read aloud the below prayer and then take a few moments of silence to reflect, pray 

and journal if desired. Make observations about your day. What is the Spirit helping 

you see?  

Come Holy Spirit. Give us eyes to see ourselves and others the way you do. As we 

reflect on this day, be our guide, our counselor, our advocate, and our defender. 

Help us to see you and celebrate your work in our lives and in the world. Open our 

hearts to you and help us to be more aware of your presence.  

2) Gratitude - Give Thanks  

In this step we take time to give thanks for the day we have been given. We take a 

moment to recognize that each day is a gift, and even if the day was difficult, we 

pause and ask the Lord to help us see his gifts in the midst of hard circumstances. 

After reading the prayer below, take time to name what you are grateful for, ask God 

to help cultivate gratitude in you, regardless of your circumstances.  

Read aloud the below prayer and then take a few moments of silence to reflect, pray 

and journal if desired. Name what you are grateful for. Ask for help from the Lord if 

you are struggling to give thanks. Listen to the promptings of the Holy Spirit.  

Lord Jesus, we give you our thanks. It is truly the only gift we can give to you. The 

deepest form of gratitude we can offer is our own joy. We give you thanks, and in 

doing so, we recognize your work in us, in others, and in our world. We don’t offer 

our thanks to win your favor. That isn’t necessary. You are the gift. You are the joy 

of our desiring. You are enough. We give thanks.  

3) Reflection - Review the day  

We now have the opportunity to look back on our day, guided by the Holy Spirit. 

This is a time of sober reflection. Be honest before the Lord about what is surfacing 

in you. God is concerned with what has happened in your life, he cares, and has 

important things to offer us in even the most mundane moments. Try not to ignore 

or explain away feelings, interactions, or experience that come up. Sit with them 

and explore what God might be inviting you to explore.  

Read aloud the below prayer and then take a few moments of silence to reflect, pray 

and journal if desired. What do you find yourself thinking about, reflecting on from 

your day. What emotions? Who was involved? Why do you feel the Lord brought this 

to your mind? What are you hearing and seeing?  

Lord Jesus, as we remember our day, we ask that you give us eyes to see our days 

the way you have. May we be sensitive to your Spirit, willing and anxious to walk 

down the paths of reflection and discovery that you desire for us. Protect us from 

our own judgements and criticism. Help us to see ourselves as your beloved 

children. Help us to reflect not only on our movements, but on your movements in 

our days. Holy Spirit, guide us to truth and help us see with clarity. When did we 

cave into our fears, anxieties, addictions and displaced desires? When were we most 
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ourselves? As these truths surface, let us rest in your unfailing loved and 

acceptance. Amen.  

4) Resolve - Face your shortcomings  

At this point we own our actions, words, and thoughts that don’t align with God’s 

heart. We accept responsibility and confess. As we ask God to search our hearts and 

to know us, we accept the offensive ways in us that he shines his light on. We do all 

of this rooted and grounded in the truth that we are fully known and fully loved, that 

we are forgiven.  

Read aloud the below prayer and then take a few moments of silence to reflect, pray 

and journal if desired. What is anything needs to be forgiven. Name the grace that 

you long for. Be specific!  

My God, you have searched me and you know me, you know the best of me and the 

worst. You see all of me and you love me. You know the ways I’ve acted apart from 

you in this day. I bring these things before you and ask for your grace, your 

forgiveness, your redemption. I receive your mercy and extend it to others. God we 

ask for your grace: to do and to will your good pleasure in our lives and in the world 

that you love so deeply. May it be so...  

5) Look toward tomorrow  

Finally, we look towards tomorrow and ask for God’s guidance, wisdom, and 

presence as we move forward. We ask where we need God in the day to come. In 

this step we consider God’s invitation in how we are to grow and practice what we 

have learned from this day. In this step we pursue how to act wisely, to pursue how 

God would want us to live in the day to come.  

Read aloud the below prayer and then take a few moments of silence to reflect, pray 

and journal if desired. What do you feel invited to?  

Lord, thank you for your Word, and for the Words you’ve spoken to us today. May 

we rest in your grace, acceptance, and love as we move into tomorrow. Holy Spirit 

remind of us your Word in the day to come. Help us live from your truth, your love 

and your grace. May your truth and your invitation be cultivated in us as we say yes 

to you. Jesus, you are our treasure, help us live from this reality. Amen.  

  

  


